Job Announcement

Announcement Number: 22-13
Position Title: Assistant Professor
Annual Salary: $62,256.00
Location of Position: University of Puerto Rico
Mayaguez Campus
Department of Kinesiology
Opening Date: September 9, 2022
Closing Date: November 9, 2022

INTRODUCTION

The University of Puerto Rico at Mayagüez is currently searching for applicants to teach courses and conduct research in Kinesiology.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

Must have a Doctoral degree (or be completed by hiring date) in Kinesiology with a specialization (in priority order) in Exercise Physiology and Motor Learning. Must be fluent in both languages, Spanish and English.

HOW TO APPLY

Interested candidates should send curriculum vitae, graduate and undergraduate official transcripts, research and teaching plans, at least three (3) professional references and three (3) peer reference letters, send to:

Dr. Luis O. del Río Pérez
Department of Kinesiology
University of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez Campus
Call Box 9000
Mayaguez PR 00681-9000
Phone (787) 265-3841; Fax: (787) 832-6076
luiso.delrio@uprm.edu
enid.rodriguez8@upr.edu
margarita.fernandez1@upr.edu

SUBMITTED BY: Madelyn Ríos Rivera, MBA
Director

Some of the benefits that the University of Puerto Rico offers include: health plan, retirement, sick leave, and maternity and paternity leave.

WE ARE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER –M/F/V/I